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ART. XI.—An Introduction to the Prehistory of Cumber-
land, Westmorland and Lancashire north of the Sands.
By R. G. COLLINGWOOD.

Communicated at Appleby, Sept. 6th, 1932.

THE aim of this paper is to sum up, in the briefest
possible outline, the present state of knowledge about

the prehistory of our district ; not with a view to com-
pleteness of detail or definiteness of conclusions, which
would require a far larger treatment, but in the hope of
providing a basis for discussion and a framework for
research to be carried on by the Society's Committee for
Prehistoric Studies. This Committee, it is hoped, will
undertake a survey of our district's prehistoric remains
which will soom render this paper obsolete. In the
meantime, the writer gladly acknowledges the valuable
help given by its members in reading and amending this
paper in MS. ; also, most valuable of all, the help of his
father, our late President, who read and commented on
the whole shortly before his death.

I. INTRODUCTION.
§ 1. The state of prehistoric studies in our district.
During the earlier part of its history, our Society made

rapid progress in the study of prehistoric remains, and its
work in this field, though now out of date, was then fully
on a level with what it was doing in other subjects. Much
excellent material was published in the Old Series of these
Transactions; as specimens it will suffice to mention
Clifton Ward's collections of notes and plans (o.s., iii),
and Dymond's Surveys of major prehistoric sites like
Burnmoor (o.s., v) and Moor Divock (o.s., vi, viii).
During the last ten years of the nineteenth century we
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164 AN INTRODUCTION TO PREHISTORY.

were learning how to dig. It was a lesson which we owed
chiefly to the Cumberland Excavation Committee, and
we learnt it in connexion with our Roman remains ; by
the turn of the century, we were ready to apply it to
prehistoric material. Accordingly, in the first ten years
of the present century, we dug three ancient settlements-
Threlkeld, Urswick Stone Walls, and Ewe Close one
great Circle, Sunken Kirk, and various barrows ; we also
published numerous papers on prehistoric sites and
implements.

After 191o, however, the increasing claims of Roman
archaeology began to thrust prehistoric study into the
background, and since the outbreak of war in 1914 the
attempt at prehistoric work seems almost to have died
out. To compare with the numerous and important
articles recording the exploration of Roman sites, we can
only show some half-dozen quite small papers dealing
with minor prehistoric remains. And it is right to
remember that most of these have been due to our friends
of the North Lonsdale Field Club, rather than to the
efforts of this Society as such.

But while prehistory has been languishing among
ourselves, it has made notable advances elsewhere. Mr.
T. D. Kendrick and Mr. C. F. C. Hawkes, of the British
Museum, have just published a large and close-packed
volume on " Archaeology in England and Wales, 1914-
1931," of which zoo pages deal with prehistoric discoveries;
and I notice that people are beginning to speak of Aber-
cromby's great book on Bronze Age pottery, published in
1912, as making the close of the " pre-War period " of
archaeology, as if we were now living in an age that would
no longer content itself with the results and theories of
twenty years ago. In fact, there is hardly any branch of
prehistory that has not made decisive progress in the last
15 years; and it is time that these advances in knowledge
were applied to the interpretation of our own archaeo-
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logical material. Until this is done, we are not only at a
disadvantage in doing our own local work, lacking the
equipment which we ought to bring to it; but we are also
failing to contribute as we might to the advancement of
knowledge; for, just as our Roman remains throw light
on the Roman Empire as a whole, so our prehistoric
remains would, if properly studied, contribute their quota
towards solving the general problems of prehistory.

§ 2. The three requisites for further advance.
A revival of prehistoric studies in our district entails

three kinds of work. First, to become acquainted with
the discoveries already on record, and to think out their
implications. Secondly, by new field-work to make fresh
discoveries. Thirdly, to master the apparatus of the
modern prehistorian, and, in particular, to know one's way
about the best recent literature.

The first is now relatively easy. Thanks to Mr.
W. G. Collingwood's inventories published in these
Transactions (Cumberland, N.S. xxiii; Westmorland and
Lancashire-north-of-the-Sands, N.S. xxv) every student
has in his hands a magnificent summary of the archaeo-
logical material in our district. The first step towards a
prehistory of the district is to sort out the entries from
these inventories and plot them according to their kinds
on distribution-maps. This is what I have attempted to
do in the present paper. The result of such a task should
be a vindemia prima (as Bacon called it) giving a first
approximation to the truth, and at the same time raising
problems of a more or less definite and concrete kind which
further field-work might solve.

This preliminary digestion of the material would thus
prepare the way for field-work, which ought to depend,
not on the haphazard selection of interesting sites, but,
partly at any rate, on the question " what it is that, in the
present state of our knowledge, we particularly need to
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166^AN INTRODUCTION TO PREHISTORY".

discover; and where can we best discover it ? " I hope
to make a few tentative suggestions towards an answer to
this, at the end of the paper.

The third thing is to get up-to-date in one's reading;
and with this in view I have compiled a short bibliography
to be printed as an appendix; not naming every book or
article that an expert ought to know, but selecting those
which I think will be most useful to field-workers in our
own district.

§ 3. Preliminary sketch of our prehistoric material.
The remains fall into four chief classes.
First, the great stone circles. Of these we have or had

nearly twenty; originally no doubt more, but some are
destroyed to our certain knowledge, and others must have
gone leaving no trace behind. As we shall see, they occur
chiefly on the coast of south and west Cumberland, but
they also work inland up the Derwent and Eden valleys as
far as the plateau of Shap and Orton.

Secondly, forts and settlements. These are scattered
freely all over the district, except that they are relatively
rare both in the lowest ground and in the highest, and
especially common on the shelves and ledges of land that
lie between mountain-top and valley-bottom. They occur
in greatest density on the Westmorland plateau round
Crosby Ravensworth, and in south Cumberland from
Ennerdale to Black Combe. It must be remembered,
however, that an unknown number of them on the lower
lands have been destroyed by the plough.

Thirdly, burials in cairns or barrows. These are very
numerous, and are distributed like the settlements—
most thickly on the intermediate heights, and especially
in central Westmorland, mid Furness ànd south Cumber-
land. The remark made about the destruction of
settlements by the plough applies to burials.

Fourthly, objects of various kinds, generally picked
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up on the surface, more rarely discovered in excavation.
Pottery I here set aside, classing it as belonging to the
barrow or settlement where it is found; the main type s .

of object are therefore three. Stone axes or " celts,'r
of the type traditionally called Neolithic; with us they
are almost always of the " thin-butted " shape. Stone
hammers or axe-hammers with a hold for hafting; they
used to be regarded as Neolithic, but Mr. Reginald Smith
in an exhaustive paper some years ago (Archaeologic,
vol. 75) proved that the type belongs to the Bronze
Age. Lastly, bronze implements, whether of the recog-
nised Bronze Age types or belonging to the Early Iron
Age. Iron Age bronzes of non-Roman origin are, how-
ever, very rare in these parts. Ploughing, which causes
settlements and barrows to disappear, brings relics of
this class to light; therefore we must be wary in drawing
conclusions from the fact that the maps show many
implements and few barrows or settlements in low-lying
places, and vice versa in high-lying places not now
cultivated.

§ q.. The conventional scheme of British Prehistory.
This material all belongs to recognised prehistoric

types, and in order to interpret it we must appeal to the
recognised scheme of prehistoric periods, as applied to
Great Britain. First of all, therefore, I shall give a
brief outline of this scheme, passing lightly over the many
controversial points which it contains; and this I can
do with a fairly good conscience, because its application
to the archaeology of our district involves modifications
so far-reaching as to make many of the controversies
unimportant.

Of the Eolithic and Palaeolithic* periods we have
nothing; these periods therefore may be ignored.

* The nearest approach to palaeolithic implements are a chert implement
from the Great Gable, a flaked greenstone implement from below Scale Force,
and an unpublished implement exhibited at Carlisle in 1932, but all might be of
later date.
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The Neolithic period, according to such recent and
authoritative works as Professor Childe's Dawn of
European Civilisation, is regarded as beginning in England
about 3000 B.C. with the introduction of dolmens, or
box-like tombs made of huge slabs and covered originally
with earthen mounds. There are no dolmens in our
district, so this phase of the Neolithic may likewise be
neglected.

The second phase of the Neolithic is that of long
barrows. A long barrow proper is a mound generally
from zoo to 170 feet long, orientated as a rule roughly
east and west, higher and wider at its eastern end, and
having at this end an entrance by a passage into a chamber
in the heart of the barrow. These chambers were used
as communal burial-places, and contain numbers of
unburnt skeletons. Here again, we must admit that our
district contains no true long barrows. It only contains,
so far as I know, a very few late and degenerate cairns
derived from the long-barrow type; and therefore in
the long-barrow period of southern English archaeology,
which is held to begin about 2500 B.C., it must have been
still uninhabited.

The third division of the Neolithic is that of the great
stone circles. This period is a transition from the
Neolithic to the Bronze Age, and authorities are divided
as to its inclusion in one age or the other. It is now held
that the polished stone axe and the great stone circle
are contemporaries; thus Mr. Kendrick (The Axe Age,
p. 133) after contending that the megalithic culture
" heralds the dawn of the metal age," argues that " the
symbol of this advance, the hall-mark of the new culture,
was the stone axe." It is also generally admitted that
the great stone circles are later in date than the long
barrows; but on the whole there is a consensus of opinion
that when they were being erected the invasion of the
Beaker Folk and the introduction of bronze into this
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country had already taken place. Some people hold that
the Beaker Folk actually built the great circles; others
would prefer to say that the stone circles of the west
were being built while the Beaker Folk were settling in
the east. Now the date of the Beaker invasion is given
as between 2000 and 1800 B.C. ; therefore on any showing
the date of the great circles should be not earlier than that,
and evidence of various kinds has been quoted as tending
to fix their zenith at about 1700-1500 B.C.

The Bronze Age is generally regarded as beginning
simultaneously with the invasion of the Beaker Folk,
who buried their dead singly in a crouched position in
round barrows with grave-furniture of a curiously stereo-
typed kind—a " beaker " or drinking-cup, a flint knife,
a rectangular " bracer " for protecting the arm against
the bowstring, and a button with V-shaped perforation,
being the usual items. The Early Bronze Age is dated
c. 1800-1500 B.C., and the characteristic finds from its
sites are the beaker and the flat metal axe. The Middle
Bronze Age is dated c. 1500-1000; the flat axe now develops
flanges and turns into a palstave, the dagger—already in
use as a short triangular knife in the preceding period—
lengthens first into a long dagger and then into a rapier;
and a spearhead with a loop on either side of the socket
comes into use. Last comes the Late Bronze Age: the
rapier is superseded by the leaf-shaped cut-and-thrust
sword; the spearhead loses its loops; and the socketed
axe is invented. The date for this period is given as
about 1000-500.

The Early Iron Age is traditionally divided, on the
Continent, into Hallstatt (1000-500 B.C.) and La Tène
(500 B.C. to the Roman conquest). But in England the
Bronze Age lingers almost throughout the Continental
Hallstatt period, and Hallstatt material, though not
absent, is rare. Lately a scheme for England has been
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put forward by Mr. Hawkes (Antiquity, vol. y, 17) and
seems likely to be generally adopted. It is as follows.

Iron Age A. A culture of late Hallstatt type,
introduced in the sixth century, and spreading over
south-eastern England as far as a line joining the Wash
to the Bristol Channel.

Iron Age B. A La Tène culture, entering England from
the south-west and north-east and affecting chiefly the
parts not influenced by the A invasion. It arrived in the
fourth century and lasted in the west and north until the
Roman conquest.

Iron Age C. This was a La Tène culture, introduced by
the invasion of the Belgae (about 75 B.C.) of which we
read in Cæsar. It only affected the south-east, extending
northwards into Hertfordshire and Essex, and had
begun to spread westward over Wiltshire and Dorset
when the Roman conquest took place. It never touched
the north and west.

§ 5. Application of the conventional scheme to our district.
In applying this scheme to our district, we must

modify it in two ways. First, we must omit those
phases which are unrepresented in our local material.
As we have seen, this means leaving out the whole
Palaeolithic and all the Neolithic except its final phase,
that of the great circles and the polished stone axes.
It also means leaving out Iron Age A and Iron Age C,
and we shall find that to all intents and purposes Iron
Age B goes out too. All we are left with is the latest
Neolithic and the whole of the Bronze Age.

But we cannot even use these names without two
important qualifications. (I) The conventional scheme
of periods is a scheme appropriate to southern and eastern
England, a country easily accessible to the Continent and
open to all the influences of invasion and commerce.
The successive waves of new civilization which these
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influences brought to ancient Britain, when they reached
our remote north-western corner at all, reached it late:
and therefore all our dates B.c. have to be scaled down, it
is difficult to tell how far.

(2) Even more important—since dates B.C. are anyhow
only rough approximations—is the fact that these waves
of new culture tended, in the north and west, to lose their
character and take on that of the old civilizations through
which they flowed. Consequently, we have no such thing
as a pure Bronze Age; we have, instead, a fusion of
Bronze Age and Neolithic elements; and similarly,
instead of a division of the Bronze Age into Early, Middle,
and Late, we have a gradual infiltration of elements
belonging to these periods into a culture that was little
affected by it and changed only very gradually. This,
I think, we all recognise; but it has been so well put by
Dr. Cyril Fox that I cannot do better than quote his
statement.

" Britain, south of the Forth-Clyde isthmus, consists geo-
graphically of two parts, the highland and the lowland. A
diagonal line drawn from Teesmouth to Torquay roughly indicates
the boundary of the two areas . . . The lowland has this
character : it is easily overrun by invaders ; it lies opposite those
Continental shores—northern France, the Low Countries, Den-
mark—whence nearly all our recorded invaders have come. In
the lowlands of Britain new cultures of continental origin tend to
be imposed. In the highland, on the other hand, these tend to be
absorbed. In the lowlands you get replacement, in the highlands
fusion." (Arch. Cambrensis, 1926, p. 28).

I shall venture to refer to this principle as " Fox's law."

II. THE MATERIAL AND ITS DISTRIBUTION.
§ 6. Long Barrows.

It has already been said that our district contains, so
far as we know, no true long barrows (§ 4). The nearest
approach to one is Raiset Pike, Crosby Garrett. In
dimensions this is a good enough example-179 feet long
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by 62 wide, and io ft. 8 in. high at 3o ft. from the wide
(south-east) end. But instead of having a passage-grave
inside it containing unburnt skeletons, Greenwell (British
Barrows, no. ccxxviii, pp. 510-513) found it to contain
burnt bones in a regular deposit along its axial line;
they had been burnt in situ, the barrow being built with
vertical flues to ventilate the fires, which had been made
in a transverse trench near the south-western end of the
barrow. Now this type of long barrow, with its com-
bustion-chamber in place of the typical ossuary, belongs
to Yorkshire; plenty of instances in that county are
recorded, and it is agreed that they are much later in
date than the true barrows, though how much later can
hardly be said. They represent the Neolithic practice
of communal interment in a long barrow, modified by the
Bronze Age practice of cremation. In date, therefore,
they certainly belong to the Bronze Age, and late enough
in the Bronze Age for a fusion to have taken place between
the new culture and the old. That is true of the York-
shire group; but Raiset Pike is an outlier of that group,
strayed across Stainmore, and therefore even later in
date than the main body.

Others have been examined, though none dug, in the
south-west. The most important is Sampson's Bratful
on Stockdale Moor, a great stone-heap 96 feet long by
44 feet wide and 6 feet high, conforming in type and scale
to the long cairns of Scotland, which are found to contain
chamber-tombs of a degenerate Neolithic pattern. Three
smaller long cairns, respectively 21 by 6, 16 by io, and
18 by 4 feet, associated with hut-circles and other remains,
lie between Raven crag and Latterbarrow in Eskdale,
half a mile north of the great Barnscar settlement : these
measurements have been recently taken for the Society
by Miss Fair. Another of this small type, 15 feet long,
is the giant's grave at Heathwaite, Woodland. A sup-
posed long barrow at Far Mountbarrow, Ulverston,
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turns out on fresh examination and measurement by
Mr. P. V. Kelly to be a pillow-mound like the " giants'
graves " near the foot of Haweswater.

In Westmorland, an oval-shaped long cairn, 25 feet
in length, on Moor Divock, resembles the Latterbarrow
examples; and at the present time Lt.-Col. Oliver North
and Dr. E. P. Frankland are investigating a group of
similar objects in Ravenstonedale.

Apart from these, of which Raiset Pike and Sampson's
Bratful are the only ones whose dimensions approach
those of the standard long barrow, there are doubtful
or spurious claimants. The Cairn of the Mount, near
Peelohill, Bewcastle, is a large mound which may be a
genuine long barrow. One reported at Oddendale, near
Crosby Ravensworth, is in reality a natural mound, to
judge by the writer's recent examination of the site. A
third, at Harrow's Scar, just north of Hadrian's Wall,
has been examined from time to time without ever being
confidently claimed for a long barrow. Lately Mrs. R. G.
Collingwood and Miss K. S. Hodgson have declared
themselves satisfied that it is natural. There is also a
reputed long barrow at Skelmore Heads in Low Furness.

§ 7. Great Stone Circles (Map 1) .
It is easy to point to Long Meg, with its 59 stones and

its diameter of 305-360 feet, or to the Keswick Carles
(39 stones, diameter ioo-iio feet) as an example of a
" great stone circle;" but it is difficult to draw the line
between these and the small stone circles which often
surround Bronze Age burials. The question must be
raised: is there really any essential difference ? Are the
great circles only enlarged and exaggerated specimens of
the much commoner small ? If so, the small being
sepulchral and of Bronze Age date, the large too will have
that purpose and be of that period; and any attempt to
draw a line between the two classes will be foredoomed to
failure.
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Here we tread on controversial ground. But a good
deal of work has lately been done on these great circles:
notably Colonel Hawley's excavations at Stonehenge and
Mrs. Cunnington's at Woodhenge, and others summarised
by Messrs. Kendrick and Hawkes in their chapter on
" The ` Henge ' monuments." Mr. Kendrick writes:

" We are not agreed that all these monuments are of about the
same age and are ceremonial sites, that is to say ` temples ' or
meeting-places ' ; but on the whole I think myself that the

chances are in favour of their having at least that much in com-
mon. So for the sake of simplification I am venturing to segregate
them here as being monuments that are presumably not burial-
places, and belong, so far as it is possible to tell, either to the late
Neolithic period or the first half of the Bronze Age." (op. cit.
p. 83).

We may perhaps so far rely on Mr. Kendrick's authority,
as to accept the working hypothesis that there are great
stone circles of Neolithic or Early Bronze Age date, not
sepulchral but ceremonial in purpose; and see how this
fits our local facts.

Map 1 shows all megalithic circles either certain or
highly probable. Long Meg and Keswick have been
mentioned. At Shap there was a megalithic avenue
half a mile long, terminating in a circle part of which has
been destroyed by the railway; and not far away is a
fine circle 138 feet across and originally containing about
5o stones, close to Orton. Mayborough, the great ring-
mound of cobbles with which were associated various
large standing stones, must belong to the same class.
Farther down the Eden was Grey Yauds, in the parish of
Cumwhitton, 15o feet across and containing 88 stones and
an outlier to the north-west. In West Cumberland we
have the circle at Elva Plain (zoo ft. diameter, 15 stones
and an outlier) ; then a possible example at Corkickle,
Whitehaven, destroyed in 1628 and omitted from the
map because its character is too uncertain; then, a mile
west of Egremont, the Ringlen Stones; then Greycroft
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at Seascale of which one four-foot stone is left; farther
inland, the Kinniside standing stones, perhaps a megalithic
circle; and then, in south Cumberland, Annaside and
Hall  and perhaps also Kirkstones near Gutterby,
all close to Whitbeck; Sunken Kirk at Swinside (55
stones, go feet diameter) and Ash House near Duddon
Bridge (22 stones, two left: ioo feet diameter) and perhaps
the Giant's Grave at Kirksanton. Other doubtful
examples are the circle of which one stone is left at
Motherby, the Rawthey Bridge circle (these two probable
enough to be included on the map), the circle 150 feet in
diameter, associated with Bronze Age burials, at Broom-
riggs near Ainstable, and the site called the Druids'
Temple at Scober near Appleby.

These monuments are often, at first sight, not very
different from undoubted Bronze Age burial circles, which
may well, as at Studfold Gate near Dean, or on Burnmoor,
go up to ioo feet across; sometimes these burial circles
are double, with an approximation to a miniature Stone-
henge plan, as at Oddendale (outer circle go feet in
diameter; tumulus and cist in the centre) Gunnerkeld
(outer Io6 feet in diameter; tumulus and cist in the
centre) or Birkrigg (outer circle 75 feet in diameter ,
cinerary urn in the centre). But at Sunken Kirk excava-
tion failed to discover any burials, and of all the monu-
ments which are classed above as great stone circles
these two things are true: first, they are always made of
large stones, often six feet long or even more, whereas the
Bronze Age burial circles from which we are trying to
distinguish them are made of smaller ones, rarely more
than two or three feet long; secondly, they never sur-
round a tumulus, whereas the burial circles do so practic-
cally always. By these two criteria it is possible to
mark off the great stone circles as monuments of a special
type, to plot them on the map, and to consider their
date and purpose.
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As to purpose, our data bear out the working hypothesis
which we borrowed from Mr. Kendrick, that they are
not sepulchral, but perhaps ceremonial. The nature
of the ceremonies we do not know; but we can hardly
doubt that they included those sacred dances which play
a great part in the social life of savages. That these
dances were connected with seasonal festivals is, again,
likely enough; whenever these circles were erected, their
makers were people who tilled the ground and had to
watch the turns of the year. How far the circles were
designed to help in this, by observing such things as
midsummer sunrise, is a very doubtful matter, and one on
which it would be wiser here to say nothing.

We shall postpone discussing their date until the follow-
ing section, because we must wait until we are able to
compare their distribution with that of polished stone
axes; but their distribution can be discussed now.
Fortunately it makes no difference to this whether the
doubtful examples in our list are included or not. In
any case they are thickest,in south Cumberland, and then
spread along the west Cumberland coast and penetrate
inland first up the Derwent valley as far as Keswick and
then up the Eden valley and its tributaries as far as
Penrith and Shap with an outlier at Orton. Outside
these three regions—S.W. Cumberland coast, Derwent
valley, Eden valley—they are altogether absent.
Further: the western examples are as a rule the simpler
and, one might guess, the more primitive in type: up the
Derwent valley we find, at Keswick, an elaboration in the
shape of an eastward-pointing enclosure added to the
circle, and to the upper Eden valley almost every example
is an oddity—Long Meg by its great size, Mayborough
by its cobble ring-mound, and Shap by its avenue and
unusually small circle. Add to these the admitted fact
that the megalithic culture is a western culture, belonging
to the Atlantic seaboard, and we can hardly escape the
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conclusion that our great circles were built by seafaring
people, coming from the south, who saw Black Combe
from the sea and settled round its foot, later working their
way up the coast and inland along the greater valleys.*

These people shunned the high and middle altitudes.
They lived for the most part in the low country; very
few of their sites are as much as Soo feet above the sea.
They must have lived in the forest, and therefore they
must have known how to make clearings and cultivate
them, living perhaps in wigwam villages and moving on,
like many forest-tribes today, to clear a new patch when
the soil of one was exhausted, but never going far from
the stone circle which was the religious centre of the tribe.
Some tribes may have had wooden circles instead, and
these may yet be discovered, by searching Low Furness
with an aeroplane. But none of them could live without
cutting down trees; and we know how they did that:
with stone axes.

§ 8. Polished Stone Axes (Map I).
It is better, with all modern archaeologists, to call them

axes instead of using the old name " celts," because celt
means chisel, and these implements were not chisels but
simply axes, except when, hafted transversely, they were
used as adzes.

The polished stone axes of our district are of the " thin-
butted " type. This type is assigned by Scandinavian
archaeologists to the first phase of the megalithic period, .

and is regarded as contemporary with the earliest and
simplest dolmens. The fact that these axes are common
in the district—about a hundred are known—whereas

* Much publicity has been given of late years to the view that the builders of
the great circles were interested in minerals; and maps have been published in
support of this view, showing the whole of Cumberland and Westmorland as a
copper-producing region. In point of fact, the copper-producing areas show
no trace of ever having been visited by these people, or by any people at all
until much later.

N
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every kind of dolmen is lacking, makes it impossible to
accept this chronological equation as true for our region;
we are obliged, with Mr. Kendrick, to place the axes at
a much later date; although, on the other hand, it is
reasonable to suppose that they gradually died out of use
when the drilled stone axe-hammers and bronze axes
came in.

Their distribution is conspicuously coastal; 6o per
cent. have been found within three miles of the sea. Of
the rest, the great majority have been found in the chief
river valleys, Lune, Derwent, and Eden with its tribut-
aries; so that 90 per cent. of the whole have been picked
up within three miles either of the sea or of these rivers.
The remainder mostly come from lesser valleys like
Hawkshead or Troutbeck. Moreover, they are peculiarly
common in the south-west : half of the total come from
Low Furness or south Cumberland.

In the main, this distribution corresponds with that
of the great circles. The only serious discrepancy is that
whereas circles are common in south Cumberland and
absent from plain Furness, axes are common in both, but
especially in Furness. This, as I have suggested, raises
the question whether Furness may not have had timber
circles; its heavier soil and scantier stone would make this
not unlikely. But in two cases—Keswick and May-
borough—stone axes have actually been found at great
circles; and even apart from this the two distributions,
except in Furness, coincide remarkably well, allowing for
the fact that axes would naturally be dropped on the
outskirts of a tribal territory, so that the Mayborough
people might lose an axe at Greystoke, or the Seascale
folk at Irton. And there might always be a few
adventurers ranging unexplored coasts and out-of-the-way
valleys.

The circles and the axes thus hang together, and seem
to demand explanation as the relics of a single people.
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We get a closer view of these people at two occupation-
sites, both definitely lowland in character: Ehenside
Tarn and Portinscale.

At Ehenside Tarn (see Miss Fair's article, Trans.,
N.S., xxxii) a number of hearths were found along the
shore; stone axes, one with a beautifully-worked wooden
haft, identified the dwellers there as belonging to the
people we are now considering, and pottery of the wind-
mill Hill type connected them with the chief Neolithic
culture of England. Mr. Stuart Piggott (Archaeological
Journal, 1931) has shown that this culture belongs to
the western coasts of England; it extends to the Welsh
coast, Cumberland, Man, Galloway, Ulster, the western
isles, the Orkneys, and the north-east coast of Scotland.
The people who made Windmill Hill pottery were
agricultural and pastoral, and their civilisation (as Pro-
fessor Childe has shown in the same volume) is a form of
the Neolithic civilisation of the western European coast-
lands. At Portinscale the axes were found in the work-
shop of the man who had made them, with boulders and
chips of the same material.

No date can be assigned to this civilisation except in a
very rough way. Thin-butted axes combined with
megalithic circles would, on the whole, suggest the
period 2000-1500 B.C.; and although in this remote
western region all dates must be scaled down, this scaling
down applies least to the dates of events connected with
Atlantic seaboard traffic, most to the dates of those
connected with people arriving from the east across
England. Moreover, if the megaliths might, as some
people think, be moved to a date much later than 15oo,
the axes which are so closely associated with them
resist such movement. For the present, therefore, I am
disposed to suggest the middle of the second millennium
as the floruit of this civilisation, and a date somewhere
about 1800 B.C., or not very long after, for its arrival.
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§ g. Beakers (Map 4) .
Before dealing with the Bronze Age we must look at

the evidence for an invasion of our district by the Beaker
Folk, since their arrival is roughly simultaneous, according
to the conventional scheme, with the introduction of
bronze (for the features of a beaker burial, see § 4).

Dr. Raistrick, in his paper on " The Bronze Age settle-
ment of the North of England " (Arch. Aeliana, ser. 4, vol.
viii), shows that there are two main areas of Beaker
settlement in the north: one in east Yorkshire, the other
in Northumberland. From the latter area,
" passed westward, across the glacial gravels that separate the
Tyne and Irthing, on to the Penrith sandstone and carboniferous
limestone lowlands of the east side of the Vale of Eden. This
provided rich, well-drained grass and arable land, which led them
south up the course of the Eden as far as Ravenstonedale common ,
their richest settlements being around Penrith and west into the
mouth of the Ullswater valley. There is no evidence that the
beaker-folk penetrated into the fells of the Lake District, or at
any place beyond the western edge of the Eden valley." (op. cit.
p. 1 5 6).

There are in fact eight or nine beaker burials in our
district, all in the east and in the lower Eden valley
north-east. Five are close to Penrith, one is at Crosby
Garrett, one at Castle Carrock, and I am not sure of the
exact position of the other one or two. This distribution
corresponds roughly with that of the Eden valley megalith
series; but beakers are totally absent from the region
where megaliths are commonest, west and south Cumber-
land. The case against ascribing the great circles of
our district as a whole to the Beaker Folk is conclusive.

If the Beaker Folk arrived on the east coast between
2000 and 1800, we must give them time to penetrate
into the Eden valley, and we can hardly place their
arrival earlier than 1800-1600. What did they find ?
Had the Eden valley been already settled by the circle
builders, or did these come later ? Are the peculiarities
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of the Eden valley megaliths due to a fusion of cultures,
such as might have produced the Bronze Age ring-mark-
ings on Long Meg, or are they independent of any such
cause, and were these ring-markings put on the stone
after it was set up ? I can see no evidence pointing
definitely one way or the other. Our general, and very
tentative, dating for the megalithic culture would suggest
that no great interval elapsed either way, between the
arrival of the two civilizations in the Eden valley; and
that, as a working hypothesis for present purposes, we
may regard the Beaker Folk from the east and the circle-
builders from the west as meeting there and combining
to found a hybrid civilization that flourished somewhere
about the middle of the second millennium before Christ.

§ Io. Stone Hammers (Map 2).
Stone hammers with a drilled hole for hafting, generally

with one end sharpened for use as an axe or, more rarely,
as an adze, are a recognised type of Bronze Age implement
and are a stone imitation of the metal battle-axe of the
near East. With us they are fairly common; the map
shows about 85; and there are two striking facts about
their distribution. First, they are confined to low ground,
generally occurring below 50o feet and hardly ever above
I000; and secondly, they are very common in Furness,
Cartmel and south Cumberland and the valleys leading
up from them, and rare everywhere else.

This distribution closely resembles that of the stone
axes; but the axes are more confined than the hammers
to the immediate neighbourhood of the coast, and the
hammers occur more freely in valleys running up into
the interior. This leads to the suggestion that the
hammers may represent, not the arrival of a new people,
but a later stage in the development of the old: a stage
when they had pushed farther inland and extended the
area of their cultivation as their numbers grew, but
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before they had reached the higher ground on which the
settlements and burial places most familiar to us are
commonest. At this intermediate stage, it would seem,
they discontinued the use of the old undrilled axe and
acquired, perhaps from overseas (judging by their com-
monness in the south-western region), the new stone
hammer.

This is a good example of Fox's law. A Neolithic
civilization takes on certain Bronze Age characteristics
without undergoing any very profound change; at any
rate, no change that cannot be explained by the peaceful
development of that civilization within its own borders,
and the gradual infiltration of new ideas from the more
highly-civilized outer world.

§ II. Bronze implements (Map 3).
Excluding a very few bronzes of Early Iron Age types,

the total number of bronze implements found in our dis-
trict is rather small; only 66 are marked on the map,
and this is a small number considering how interesting
a thing a bronze implement is to its finder and how little
chance, therefore, it has of falling into oblivion. Their
distribution is remarkable: nearly half come from Plain
Furness and Cartmel, and over go per cent. from east of
a line joining Duddon mouth to Carlisle. This suggests
that they were imported from the south and south-east,
very likely by the ancient road across the sands of More-
cambe Bay, and rarely penetrated west of the central
fells and Inglewood Forest. Moreover, hoards are
extremely rare. Only two are recorded, one from Skel-
more Heads and one from Ambleside. This indicates
that bronze implements were very seldom made in the
district; the only other evidence of this, in fact, is a
mould for casting spearheads found at Croglin. There
is nothing to show that the minerals of our district were
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exploited by the Bronze Age people, at any rate until a
very late period.*

Of the recorded implements, four are swords, one is a
long rapier-dagger, one a tanged dagger, one a halberd, .

nineteen are spearheads, two are described as arrowheads
(small spearheads ? on the absence of bronze arrowheads
from Britain, see Evans, Ancient Bronze Implements,
p. 318) and the rest are axes. The flat axe of the Early
Bronze Age is very rare: I only know of one, from Gleas-
ton Castle in Furness. The next type, the flanged axe,
occurs at Longtown, Wigton, and Brough-under-Stain-
more; most of the axes are palstaves, and socketed axes
are rare. So indeed are all the typical implements of
the Late Bronze Age; and Dr. Raistrick, commenting on
this fact, has inferred that owing to the poverty of the
district Middle Bronze Age implements continued in use
during the Late Bronze Age.

Comparing the distribution of bronze implements with
that of the other things we have reviewed, it appears that
there is a complete failure to coincide with stone axes and
megaliths. Great circles are especially common is south
Cumberland; here bronze implements are absent. .

Bronze implements are especially common in Furness
and Cartmel; here megaliths are absent. The rich
megalithic district of Seascale and Ehenside Tarn is poor
in bronzes; so is that of Keswick, Portinscale and the
Derwent generally. No bronzes have been found close
to Long Meg, or Mayborough, or Shap Stones. Thus the
main centres of the great-circle culture are not those of
the people who used bronze implements; and even if
we assume vanished circles, whether of stone or of timber, .

in Furness, Furness will be the only exception to the rule
that the stone-axe users and the bronze-implement users .

* The earliest trace of metal-working yet discovered in the district is the
copper slag found by Dr. Mabel Barker in a tumulus on Carrock Fell. There
is no evidence to date it, but such mounds seem mostly to belong to the late
Bronze Age.
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were distributed on two different geographical patterns,
and were therefore not the same people, or at any rate
not the same people in the same stage of their history.*

The relation between bronze implements and stone
hammers is far closer; in fact it almost suggests
contemporaneity, granted that stone hammers would be
made locally while bronze implements were imported
from the south and chiefly bought up by the rich farmers
of the Cartmel-Furness lowlands.

Certainly bronze was not introduced into our district
by the Beaker Folk. It came in later—much later, for
the most part; it came by way of trade, and marked a
gradual rise in wealth on the part of the old-established
farming folk of the south. Here, as in the case of the
stone hammers we have evidence that the district was
being affected, not very deeply or rapidly, by Bronze Age
influences during the course of the last millennium
before Christ.

§ 12. Bronze Age Burials (Map 4).
Excluding beaker burials, dealt with already in § io,

the map shows something over two hundred burial sites.
Many of these are groups of cairns rather than single
cairns, and the total number of burials that could be
marked on a large-scale map is therefore greatly over
two hundred; but their general distribution is pretty
much as here given. Of these, over 6o are marked as
belonging to the Bronze Age; in general this means that
they are cremated urn-burials of what may be called a
Bronze Age type. But there are also numerous
inhumation-burials; some Roman-British, others rather

*1 have laboured this point because Dr. Raistrick, in the valuable article
already quoted, suggests that the megaliths of our district date from the late
Bronze Age: " the megalithic cult . . . reached the communities of the west
during period III [of the Bronze Age] and was developed by them along with
the retention of period II implements " (op. cit. p. 159). If this view can be
proved, it must be proved in the teeth of the strong evidence against it given
by the distribution-maps.
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of a Neolithic type. Generally speaking, a Romano-
British burial is cremated if before about 200 A.D., there-
after unburnt with the skeleton extended at length;
whereas a Neolithic burial is generally an unburnt skeleton
in a crouching position.

Taking burial-sites as a whole, they are rare on the
lowest land and rare on the highest ; they are commonest
on the intermediate heights, and notably on Ravenstone-
dale fell, Crosby Ravensworth fell, and Moor Divock in
Westmorland, on the lower slopes of the west Cumberland
fells, and on the uplands of Plain Furness. At lower
levels they may have existed and been destroyed by
cultivation; but this does not apply to their absence from
the higher hills.

Of these three main groups, the Westmorland group
has been well sampled by digging and its general character
settled beyond dispute. It is predominantly of the
Bronze Age type; but it has also Neolithic characteristics.
Greenwell found that cremation and inhumation had been
practised simultaneously (British Barrows, p. 392) ; he
found a round barrow (therefore of Bronze Age type)
with an ossuary inside (therefore with the Neolithic
ritual) at Crosby Garrett (ibid., p. 387-8) ; he found
inhumation prevalent in round barrows throughout the
same region (ibid., 388, 395) ; and, as we have seen, he
found a long barrows with a cremation-chamber after the
Yorkshire pattern (supra, § 6). Evidently the civilization
of the Westmorland moors, to which these barrows
belonged, was a medley of Neolithic and Bronze Age
elements.

In Furness, as we should expect from the commonness
of Bronze implements, the Neolithic elements recede into
the background and we have a more definitely Bronze
Age aspect in the burials, though the long cairn at Heath-
waite betrays the Neolithic tradition.

The very numerous barrows of south Cumberland are
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as yet unexplored, and we do not know what they contain.
But the distribution of other finds leads us to expect that
here, as on the Westmorland fells, we should see a pre-
dominantly Bronze Age culture with a strong Neolithic
strain.

The same mixture is visible in other parts of the dis-
trict. For example, the encrusted urn lately found near
Carlisle has been shown by Dr. Cyril Fox to fall into a
definite group whose characteristic feature is a combination
of Late Bronze Age pot-shape with Neolithic decoration;
a striking example of the survival of Neolithic habits
of thought throughout the Bronze Age , in northern and
western Britain.

The burials which we know or can presume to be of
Bronze Age type do not conform in distribution to the
megaliths and stone axes. They concentrate on the
intermediate heights, while those are practically confined
to the lowest lands. Even if we suppose that other
burials of the same kind, now ploughed out, once abounded
at these lower levels, it remains true that the Bronze Age
burials represent a far wider distribution of population
than the megaliths and axes; one more resembling that
if the bronze implements and the stone hammers, in
which a growing population in thrusting up the hillsides
and reclaiming for cultivation much land not previously
tilled, but representing a further stage of the same
tendency. Except for the solitary case of Raiset Pike
with its intensive Yorkshire burial-site, there is no
evidence that this increase of population was due to the
arrival of new people.

§ 13. Settlements and Forts (Map 5) .
The district contains large numbers of so-called

" British Settlements," groups of stone-built hut-circles,
free or agglomerated into clusters, and generally enclosed,
together with irregular spaces representing cattle-pens
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or little fields, in a ring-fence. Most of the existing
specimens are on upland ground, like the Bronze Age
burials; but, even more certainly than in the case of the
burials, many are known to have been destroyed on the
lower ground by cultivation. Of the few that have been
excavated, Urswick Stone Walls has been dated to the
first or second century B.C., Ewe Close to the Roman
period, and Threlkeld to the post-Roman age. Re-
consideration of the Crosby Ravensworth group, else-
where in this volume, leads the writer to suggest that,
broadly speaking, these settlements are the dwellings
corresponding to the Bronze Age burials, and that they
began to be built not many centuries before the coming
of the Romans. This view tallies with the results obtained
in similar sites on Dartmoor and by Mr. Elgee in north-
eastern Yorkshire, where settlements of this kind are
attributed to the late Bronze Age.

Before these stone villages began to be built, people
lived, to judge by the Neolithic sites at Ehenside Tarn
and Portinscale, in temporary wigwams that have left
no trace behind them. The same is probably true of the
earlier Bronze Age folk. During and after the Roman
period, similar stone villages must have gone on being
built; the Anglian settlers pushed the Britons farther up
into the fells, and thus we find, among the higher hills,
settlements apparently unconnected with any Bronze
Age burials, which may have continued down to the
Middle Ages.

Much excavation is needed in these settlements; but
even more necessary is the detailed planning of their
remains as now visible. On uncultivated ground it is
generally possible to plan a settlement completely;  and a
large collection of such plans would give us information
about the social organisation and habits of their people
which might be of far-reaching importance.

Of our early forts we know far less than we do of the
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ancient settlements. The fortified hi ll-top towns of the
Early Iron Age, that are so common in southern England
(for a general discussion of them see Hawkes, " Hill-
Forts," in Antiquity Vol. V, 17), are in general less.
common in the north, and in our district they are absent,
unless the fort on Carrock Fell be an example. The
Scottish Lowlands are thickly scattered with hill-forts
(see Christison, Early Fortifications in Scotland, Edinburgh
1898), some of which, e.g. that on Eildon Hill, are large
hill-top towns of Iron Age type; but Christison pointed
out that in western Scotland most of the forts are quite
small, and it is to this class that the forts of our district
chiefly belong. He thought that these came into exist-
ence, or already existed, " at the dawn of Scottish history,
soon after the departure of the Romans." In Wales
there are numerous large hill-forts (studied by the Welsh
Hill-Fort Survey: general papers, Willoughly Gardner,
Presidential Address on " Native Hill-forts in North
Wales," Arch. Cambrensis December, 1926; R. E. M.
Wheeler, " Roman and Native in Wales," Trans.
Cymmrodorion Soc., 1920-I) ; these are now regarded as
dating from the Roman period, and perhaps mostly
destroyed about the end of that period, very likely by
those same Irish who, according to Christison, built the
small forts of Argyll. But some of our small hill-forts
(e.g. Castle Crag, Borrowdale) were certainly occupied in
the Roman period. A survey of the ancient hill-forts in
our district, with excavation in some of the most promis-
ing, is a crying need.

§ 14. The Early Iron Age.
We have seen that the Iron Age A and Iron Age C

cultures never reached this part of England. But Iron
Age B, with its roots in the south-west and north-east, may
have done so. Is there any evidence that it did ?
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A few Early Iron Age objects are recorded from our
district (map 3), Mr. H. S. Cowper has recorded a Hall-
statt armlet, said to come from Furness (Trans., N.S. vii,

4o), but there is no record where it was found. The La
Tène bronze spoons from Crosby Ravensworth, in the
British Museum, are well known (B. M. Guide, Early
Iron Age, fig. 174). Two La Tène bronze bracelets from
Thirlmere are figures in Trans., N.S. iv, 8o; the La Tène
bit from Place Fell ibid., xxix, 331; a scrap of bronze
with La Tène ornament from Urswick stone walls, ibid.,
vii, 95; and a La Tène sword from Embleton is in the
British Museum. But we have not a single Hallstatt or
La Tène brooch or potsherd, and of these articles, them-
selves very small in number, some came into the district
after the Roman conquest, and the remainder are
" strays " come in by trade or left by travellers, and do
not point to the existence of any local culture to corre-
spond.

We must infer that the Iron Age B civilization which
took firm root in the north-east, and centred in the great
Brigantian fort of Stanwick, left our district altogether
unaffected. If a school of Romano-Celtic art arose, under
Roman tuition, in the metal-working shops at places
like Brough-under-Stainmore and Kirkby Thore, this
was not the continuation of a pre-Roman La Tène art;
it was the introduction of something new, something
partly Roman and partly of the Celtic Iron Age, into
a district where that Iron Age had not yet penetrated.
Of our district it may be said, as Professor Childe (The
Bronze Age, p. 236) has said of Scotland, that the bronze
age probably lasted until " the beginning of our era,"
or even down to the arrival of the Roman armies.

§ 15. Summary of Conclusions.
We must now gather up the results of our survey and

offer a general sketch—very tentative, and presented
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merely as a working hypothesis to be tested by field-
work and excavation—of the pre-history of our district.

Before about 2000 B.C. the district was, so far as we
yet know, altogether uninhabited. During the first
half of the second millennium, however, two streams of
settlers arrived.

(1) The larger and more important stream consisted of
Neolithic people, accustomed to use polished stone axes
and to erect great stone circles for their tribal ceremonies.
They came by sea, and settled on the south-western coast
of our district. Miss Fair (Trans., N.S. xxxii, 183) has
called attention to the density of this " neolithic occu-
pation of the west and south Cumberland corn belt ";
but at present, although we know that agriculture was
practised by these Neolithic people, we have no direct
evidence that they grew corn in Cumberland, though we
have evidence that they fished in tarns. They worked
northwards along the Cumberland coast—not penetrating
into the creeks of Morecambe Bay—and so inland up the
Derwent valley to Keswick, and up the Eden valley to
Penrith and thence to Shap and Orton.

(2) The Beaker Folk entered the district from the
north-east, and worked their way up the Eden valley as
far as Crosby Garrett. Farther west they never went, and
their numbers were very small. Those who entered our
district were not so much the carriers of a new civilisation
as isolated wanderers outside the region that their people
had made their own.

Both these invasions took place, we may suppose, after
i800 but before 1500. We cannot say which was the
earlier; for our purposes they may be regarded as nearly
contemporary.

In the second half of this millennium (1500-1000 B.C.)
our district was thus thinly occupied, in its most fertile
parts, by people with a late Neolithic type of civilisation.
They lived in temporary wigwams, in forest-clearings for
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tillage or by water-sides for fishing, never staying long in
one spot but clearing new patches for cultivation, like
many savage tribes to-day, round about the great circle
which marked the centre of their tribal territory. During
this period they began to use the heavier and more
effective drilled axe-hammer instead of the old polished
axe.

After about 1000 B.C. they began very gradually to
acquire bronze inplements by way of trade; and about
this time too they began to increase in numbers and to
take up more land, up the hillsides; they also underwent
some profound but obscure religious change, in virtue of
which they gave up the cult of the great stone circle. All
this happened very slowly, and without the intrusion of
any considerable element of new blood; it happened with
varying velocities, and very likely at different dates, in
different parts of the district, and most rapidly in Cartmel
and Furness, whose good farming-lands were, more than
other parts, in touch with the outside world by the road
across the sands—less of an obstacle than the Pennine
range.

In the second half of the last millennium, the Neolithic
elements in their civilisation were declining, but had by no
means vanished; nor was the district closely enough in
contact with the rest of England to receive in appreciable
quantities the influence of the latest Bronze Age culture.
The population had so far increased as to drive new
settlements far into the fells; and it is to this period that
we should perhaps ascribe the upland burials on Burn-
moor and Banniside and on the hilltops of Westmorland.
In this period too falls the beginning of the stone-built
hut-village : sometimes a communal settlement with
numerous huts more or less equal in size, sometimes a
family-farm with one large hut and cattle-pens round it,
but always with little fields, carefully fenced in stone walls,
as well as houses, showing that the people lived partly by
tillage, if partly by cattle-keeping.
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This stock of Neolithic parentage, partly converted to
a Bronze Age way of life but colouring this with a strong
Neolithic tradition, was not affected by the coming of the
Iron Age to Britain. The Brigantian kingdom of the
north-east, with its resemblances to the new southern
British civilisation and its connexions with north-eastern
France, though it may have exercised some kind of
authority here, produced no change of manners and
customs in a region that looked for its affinities not
eastward and inland, but out to sea and along the Atlantic
coast to Wales and Cornwall, Dartmoor and Brittany, and
even to the hill-forts and hut-circles of Spain. Even
single isolated objects of Iron Age type are so rare in the
district as to be almost unknown, and it is clear that the
general Bronze Age-Neolithic character of its culture
remained undisturbed until the coming of the Romans.

Even then, the extent of the disturbance was very small.
In the settlements that grew up round certain forts,
flourishing bronze-industries arose, where brooches and
other things in what has been called the Romano-Celtic
style were made in considerable quantities; but beyond
these places—of which we can only name three, Brough-
under-Stainmore, Kirkby Thore, and Stanwix—the
industry never spread, nor were its products in use; at
any rate, the typical brooches of the industry have never
been found in our British villages, nor picked up at large
in our country-side. When we can prove a hut-village -to
have been occupied in the Roman period, the proof comes
only from a few potsherds; otherwise the village might be
altogether pre-Roman. We are almost at • vanishing-
point in the scale of Romanisation.

During the centuries of Roman rule, the people of our
district, if they learnt little, certainly did not forget much.
They may have lost their Bronze Age burial-customs, and
learnt to inter their dead supine in earth graves; but they
went on living in villages of the same kind and practising
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the same kind of agriculture. This is not the place to
discuss the legendary Arthurian connexions of the district;
all the archaeologist knows is that the old population,
living in much the old way, survived the Anglian settle-
ment and lingered even into the Viking period.

III. SUGGESTIONS TOWARDS A POLICY OF
RESEARCH.

The work needed for the advancement of knowledge on
this subject falls under four heads: office-work, field-work,
excavation and publication.

§ 16. Office-work.
By office-work I mean work that can be done by

examining and arranging material already to hand.
This paper is an example of it. It includes the compiling,
from published works or from museum cases, of lists 6f
sites and finds, properly described and classified; the
plotting of these sites and finds on distribution-maps, and
the drawing of generalised conclusions from this work.

The first of these three is the most urgent. Any person
living in a particular region can set about cataloguing the
known sites and known finds of his region—a parish, say,
or a group of parishes—making his catalogue as full and as
precise as he can; and it is highly desirable that such
detailed catalogues should be made for as many regions as
possible. They need not necessarily be published, but
they should be accessible to all interested in the region
concerned; and without something of the sort, little
progress can be made.

The second—map-making—is hardly separable from
the first; and the first is incomplete without it. A
distribution-map for one parish should be made on the
six-inch Ordnance map; for a larger unit, the one-inch
can be used, but care must be taken to use a scale large
enough to bring out the significance of each entry—e.g.

o
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whether it occurs on moorland or in a valley. It is useful
to make such maps on tracing-paper, keeping one sheet for
each kind of object, and marking each sheet so that it can
be laid exactly in its place over the Ordnance map. Such
distribution-maps are easy to publish, and the more are
published, the better.

The third, drawing conclusions or forming theories, is a
thing for which few rules can be given; one has to ponder
over the catalogue and the maps until some idea presents
itself to the mind, and then test the idea as best one can.
But there is one rule; never form theories except on the
broadest possible basis : that is, a person making a study of
one small district had better form no theories at all until
he has brought his results into relation with those reached
in adjacent districts. Cataloguing and map-making can
be done bit by bit ; theories can be formed only by putting
these bits together into a whole.

§ 17. Field-work.
By field-work I mean work done at the sites themselves

by every means short of excavation. This involves the
study and planning of known sites and the discovery of
new ones.

The study of a site is best undertaken by going there
and trying to write a description of it, including every
feature worth recording. Take an ancient village:
describe the remains themselves, their situation, their soil,
their surroundings, other remains near them, and so forth.

Such a description ought to be accompanied by a plan,
and nothing ought to be verbally stated in the description
which can be clearly shown by means of the plan. Plan-
ning is rather a special business, and a very important
one; so I have added some suggestions on it in the form
of an appendix.

In spite of the work already done, there are plenty of
sites left to be discovered, and a person undertaking a
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survey of a parish or other small area should look for
unknown barrows, settlements, etc. and plot their position
accurately on his six-inch maps, then proceeding, of course,
to study and plan them.

Under the general heading of field-work there are
certain special points demanding attention in our district.

First, we are very badly supplied with plans of ancient
settlements, forts, circles and barrow-groups. It is most
urgent that persons wishing to advance our prehistoric
knowledge should set to work and make plans of such
things. This is even more important, in the present state
of our knowledge, than excavation; for, until we know
more than we do about the appearance and general
character of our sites, as shown by plans, intelligent
excavation is much impeded by lack of preliminary staff-
work. Also it is far easier and quicker to plan sites than
to excavate them ; and if anyone is tempted to plead that
he can dig but does not know how to plan, the answer is
that a person unable to draw a plan is for that very reason
unqualified to dig.

Secondly, there are particular questions which field-work
alone can solve. Here are some examples.

(a) Are there always barrows close to ancient settle-
ments ? If not, can we recognise any particular type of
settlement which in general has no barrows near it ? This
requires a systematic search for barrows near all known
settlements.

(b) Where and how did the people of the great circles
and the polished stone axes bury their dead ? Dr.
Raistrick's dating of the circles to the late Bronze Age, if
accepted, would lead to a simple answer; by cremation in
the well-known Bronze Age barrows. But if, as proposed
in § 11 , we reject this dating, we are forced to find some
other answer to the question. This involves discovering
late Neolithic types of burial-place—perhaps some kind of
long barrows—in the areas where great circles and
polished axes are common.
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§ 18. Excavation.
Excavation is the ultimate test of all archaeological

theories and the source of most archaeological knowledge;
its necessity needs no emphasis. But there is sometimes
danger of forgetting that the scientific value of any
excavation depends less on the site than on the excavator.
He must be, to some extent, an expert, trained in the
general work of excavation and in the special kind of
problem presented by the site he is digging. I say " to
some extent," because expertness is a matter of degree;
there is no hard and fast distinction between trained and
untrained workers; but it is every worker's business to
know the extent of his own training, and to be guided by
that knowledge in planning his work and applying for
help to other and more expert workers. Again, the
excavator, however trained or untrained, must keep a
detailed written record of the work, marking every trench
accurately on his plan, and recording the exact place of
every find. This record must be made while the work is
going on; memory must never be burdened with the
details of excavation. Then, every object found must be
labelled as soon as it is found; this can best be done by
wrapping it in a paper, or putting it in a paper bag, and
writing on the paper; after washing, the entry can
generally be made in Indian ink on the thing itself; all the
objects must be kept together, and all must be submitted
to expert examination. And finally—to this we shall
return below—the excavator must publish his results.

These are general elementary rules which apply to all
kinds of digging. But there are special difficulties
confronting the kinds of excavation contemplated in this
paper. Prehistoric inhabited sites are hard to dig for
two reasons. First, their structures are very rough, and
nothing is easier than to dig right through them without
ever seeing them. An inexpert or incautious excavator
may destroy a perfectly good hut-village by digging it
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clean away. Secondly, they yield very few finds. A
village inhabited in the Roman period will yield potsherds
of Romano-British types; but earlier or later occupations
will most likely yield nothing whatever that admits of
being dated; for a very poor settlement contains little
that is datable except pottery, and neither pre-Roman
nor post-Roman village-dwellers hereabouts seem to have
used pottery to any appreciable extent in their houses.
For these reasons, the digging of ancient village-sites is
almost certain to be a disappointment (and a rather
expensive one) except to a highly-trained and extremely
careful excavator. The digging of barrows is easier, and
the danger of destroying the site without getting any
results proportionately less.

As examples of the particular problems towards which
excavation might be directed forthwith, I may mention
the following.

(a) What culture or cultures can be found by digging
in the barrows of south and west Cumberland ? Here is a
field, so far as I know, almost entirely untouched, and
urgently demanding attention.

(b) What is to be found in the barrows that lie close to
ancient villages ? Excavation in the barrows, in such
cases, would very likely be more productive, as well as
easier, than in the villages themselves.

(c) Where hut-villages lie close to Roman sites or to
Roman roads, they are sure to contain Romano-British
pottery if they were occupied during that period. There-
fore it would be a comparatively easy matter to decide by
excavation whether they were occupied then, or not.

§ 19. Publication.
To excavate a site is to destroy it; and every excavator

is responsible to his contemporaries and to posterity for
destroying what he digs. To dig without a due sense of
this responsibility is a crime pardonable only in the
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vulgarest treasure-seekers; anyone professing any interest
in antiquity is morally bound to accept the responsibility,
and to discharge it partly by digging with all possible care
and after due training and partly by publication. A dig
whose results are not published is a dig whose results are
lost to the world, which therefore ought never to have
been undertaken.

Field-work, as well as excavation, ought to be published
whenever it leads to new discoveries. Thus, plans of
unexcavated sites are always, and careful verbal des-
criptions of them often, worth publishing. And it need
hardly be said that all new finds of objects ought to be
published; and that all publications ought to be ap-
propriately illustrated.

It is the aim of our Society that all finds and excavations
in our district should be reported in our Transactions,
even if they are also published elsewhere; and the Editors
will always welcome contributions of this kind. Papers,
plans and photographs intended for publication should be
sent to them (the present writer is Editor for prehistoric
material) ; reports of new discoveries should be sent to the
Secretary for Antiquarian Correspondence (W. T.
McIntire, Esq., St. Anthony's, Milnthorpe). In con-
clusion, the officers of the Society's Committee for
Prehistoric Studies are ready at all times to give what help
they can towards furthering any kind of prehistoric, work.

APPENDIX I: ON SURVEYING.
The apparatus used for surveying prehistoric sites need not be

elaborate; the sites themselves being rough in character, rough
planning will do; and the required degree of accuracy can be
obtained with the following outfit.

I. Tape, the ordinary standard 66-foot length.
2. Prismatic compass, which can be bought second-hand for

3os. to 4os.
3. Ordinary school exercise-book of squared paper.
4. Semi-circular celluloid protractor.
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To survey a settlement, provide also a number (say two dozen)
of sticks; two-foot freshly-cut hazel twigs do very well. Tie to
each a strip (say 18 by 3 inches) of white calico, to act as a flag.
Scraps of newspaper can be used instead of calico. Plant a stick
somewhere in the middle of the settlement, and with the prismatic
compass lay out lines running north-south and east-west through
this stick. Along these lines plant sticks at regular intervals of
66 feet until you come to the edge of the settlement. Then lay
out a third line of sticks parallel to one of these two (it does not
matter which), and 66 feet away from it. When this has been
done carefully and accurately, any number of other sticks can be
placed by sighting along the sides and diagonals of the squares
already made ; and in this way you can divide up the whole area
of your settlement into 66-foot squares with sticks at every corner.

Then reproduce this network of squares on a page of your book,
making the scale suit the size of the page. Generally nine or
sixteen or twenty-five of the squares on your paper will go to one
square on the ground. Lastly, sketch in the visible features of the
settlement, square by square, into this framework; this can be
done by eye, checked by the tape (laid along each side of the
square in turn) where necessary.

To survey a stone circle, guess its centre ; here put in a peg
holding the zero end of the tape, and stand with the prismatic
compass. Your chain-man walks round the circle and at every
stone he gives you its distance from the centre by the tape, and
you read off its bearing by compass. With your protractor and
scale you set down these bearings and distances on your plan.
Then, having marked the position of every stone, go round the
circle drawing (to scale, of course) their shapes. If you are
working single-handed, peg the tape into the middle and go round
the circle yourself taking the bearing of the centre from each stone,
instead of vice versa.

Whenever you can, rest the compass on something to take your
bearings; only the thing on which you rest it must not be magnetic
(e.g. do not use a camera-tripod with steel screws in its head), nor
must you have magnetic things about you (e.g. steel spectacles)
able to deflect the needle.

Never make even the roughest plan without putting in a scale
and a north point.

Failing even the above outfit, a rough plan can be made by
pacing instead of taping, and the necessary right angles can be
set out by sighting along the edges of a post-card fastened with a
drawing-pin to the handle of a walking-stick standing in the
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ground; it is no use trying to lay out right angles by guesswork,
But these crude methods are only justified in an emergency; the
tape is necessary, and the prismatic compass hardly less so, to
anyone who wants to make plans quickly and well. The vague
curving lines of an ancient village are impossible to sketch with
reasonable accuracy until right angles have been laid out on the
ground.
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